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Designing Usable Electronic Text (Second Edition)CRC Press, 2004
Designing Usable Electronic Text is without question an important resource to all professionals involved in the field of human-computer interaction and user interface designs.

 - HCI International News, April 2005

[A]n engaging presentation of elements...
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Information Technology and Product Development (Annals of Information Systems)Springer, 2009
Infusing new products into a company or organization’s product is imperative for the growth of that organization. In addition, New Product Development (NPD) does not necessarily happen in one place over a defined period of time. NPD is most often distributed in both space and time across a wide range of entities. Therefore, distributed...
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The Cambridge Handbook of Information and Computer EthicsCambridge University Press, 2010

	Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) have profoundly changed many aspects of life, including the nature of entertainment, work, communication, education, healthcare, industrial production and business, social relations and conflicts. They have had a radical and widespread impact on our moral lives and hence on contemporary...
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Science in the Age of Computer SimulationUniversity of Chicago Press, 2010

	Computer simulation was first pioneered as a scientific tool in meteorology and nuclear physics in the period following World War II, but it has grown rapidly to become indispensible in a wide variety of scientific disciplines, including astrophysics, high-energy physics, climate science, engineering, ecology, and economics. Digital computer...
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Microeconomics: Theory and Applications with Calculus Value Package (includes Study Guide for Microeconomics: Theory and Applications with Calculus)Prentice Hall, 2008

	his book is a new type of intermediate macroeconomics textbook- Until now, the choice was between books that use calculus to present formal theory dryly and with few, if any, applications to the real world and books that include applications but present theory using only graphs and algebra. This book uses calcu- lus, algebra, and graphs to...
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Indra's Net and the Midas Touch: Living Sustainably in a Connected WorldMIT Press, 2011

	We live today in a global web of interdependence, connected technologically, economically, politically, and socially. As a result of these expanding and deepening interdependencies, it has become impossible fully to control -- or foretell -- the effects of our actions. The world is rife with unintended consequences. The first law of human...
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MCSE Training Kit: Migrating from Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 to Microsoft Windows 2000Microsoft Press, 2001
Welcome to MCSE Training Kit—Migrating from Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 to  Microsoft Windows 2000. This kit introduces you to the concepts and  practices involved in migrating from Microsoft Windows NT to Microsoft Windows  2000. You will learn how to plan, manage, and perform the process of migration  and design a fallback plan...
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Microsoft  Excel Version 2002 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2001
Sometimes new versions of software just don't seem compelling enough for you to  take the upgrade plunge. You wonder how many more big leaps can really be made  in usability and functionality. Microsoft Excel has certainly evolved into a  "mature" program. Nonetheless, this release is much more than cosmetic.  Microsoft Excel 2002...
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Software Reflected: The Socially Responsible Programming of Our ComputersElsevier Limited, 1982
In 2480 B.C. a development occurred which was to have a tremendous impact on Mocsian society. A small group of civil engineerine teachers at the most advanced institution worked out a new techniLlue for designing a building. Key elements of this technique were several new structural geometries and the application of a newly developed mathematical...
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Strategies for eCommerce SuccessIRM Press, 2002
With electronic commerce growing so rapidly, businesses need to examine critical elements that could influence users' perceptions of business-to-business and business-to-consumer electronic commerce. This book presents a study of key components and concepts of e-commerce, evaluates the critical success factors for global e-commerce, the economics...
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Introductory Quantum OpticsCambridge University Press, 2004
Quantum optics is one of the liveliest fields in physics at present. While it has been a dominant research field for at least two decades, with much graduate activity, in the past few years it has started to impact the undergraduate curriculum. This book developed from courses we have taught to final year undergraduates and beginning graduate...
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Biological Interactions Of Sulfur CompoundsCRC Press, 1996
This text focuses on the biological interactions of sulphur compounds which arise specifically from the presence of the sulphur atom within the molecule. The book opens with introductory chapters on the chemistry and biology of sulphur, before tackling the field by introducing compounds which share a common chemical combination. In general,...
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